English
Our story for this half term is
"Ghadar the Ghoul", a story from
Palestine about dreadful
creatures called Ghouls (which
are a bit like Trolls) who live at
the top of mountains.
We will:


Re-tell the
story and
innovate it



Create
fact-files



Write
biographies

PE
In Year 3, we will be
practising a dance
sequence! Get your
groove on!
Also, we will improve
our dribbling and
shooting skills during
outdoor basketball
lessons. Good team
player skills will be
developed here, these
are vital for any team
sport. We will work
together
to be
the best!

Computing How do we use
social media? We will
explore how to use the
internet to communicate
with others.

Year 3

Seagulls and
Pelicans

With all of our wonderful research and
newly discovered facts, we will
produce a fun fact file about
mountains and mountaineers to be
read and shared with all.
Alongside our fabulous
encyclopaedias, we will be
presenting our 3D mountain models
and explaining the forces that
change the landscapes
over time.

How do landscapes change
over time?
Geography
We will be exploring the
seven highest summits
across the globe.
We will investigate
how they are formed,
the varying climates and we will create our
own 3D model to share what we have
learned.
Science
This term, we will explore the rock cycle in
more detail and apply what we know to
understand further How
mountains
change
over time.

Art/Design Technology
We will design mountaineering
gadget packaging.
In order to do this we will:
 Investigate/examine
mountaineering gadgets
and the way in which they
are packaged
 Produce clear labelled
designs for our own
mountaineering gadget
packaging.
 Test our designs, review and
improve them make a final
gadget package
 Evaluate our final
packaging against our
original designs.

Maths
Year 3 will be
Exploring numbers
up to 1,000. We will
order and compare
numbers on a number
line as well count in 50s!
How else can we
represent numbers?
We will use pictures to
help us understand
numbers further.

PSHCE
One of our 3 R’s is respect.
We will discover the
diversity around the world
and celebrate the
differences we share as
well as the similarities.

Spanish
Hola! This term, we
will begin our Spanish
lessons with some basic
greetings building up to
simple conversations.
Experts in the group will
take a leadership role!

